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Toulouse – Jul2021: DEXSTR, today announced the availability of Inquiro Version 4.1.

It comes with new features and some major enhancements and a simplified version named
Inquiro Lite that makes Inquiro the Insight Engine for Life science more accessible.

Inquiro V4.1  New features & enhancements

LDAP User management
Within the user management interface, Inquiro can manipulate a system using the LDAP
protocol as Active Directory by creating, modifying or unlocking users.

This functionality is available for customers who don’t have any Active Directory or who don’t
want to connect it with Inquiro.



Dashlet representations
For a better understanding of the statistics, the dashlet representations can be chosen from a
selection of graphs: Line / Bars / Horizontal bars / Radar / Pie / polar area.

Open the preview of a file by clicking on thumbnail
In a document, if the preview is available, you can click the preview to open it directly on the
thumbnail.

Highlight search terms in pdf documents
From the search result window, on pdf document, you can click on the highlighter icon to
visualize the searched terms highlighted in your document



On the highlight page, you can:

- see highlighted terms with their number of occurrences
- show or hide highlighted terms

Used dictionaries per template for annotation process
In the template edition, the list of used dictionaries is available below the metadata list.

This functionality is only available for administrators.



Customize search results layout
We introduced a new feature to customize the search results page. It allows you to choose
data to display, switch components, define the number of columns.... to adapt the result and
facilitate the exploitation.

This functionality is only available for administrators.

During export specify file not allowed for export
When you export files from search results, you will be warned that certain files are not
exported due to restrictions.



Relaunch prediction from search results page
If you need to relaunch prediction on a set of documents, you can perform a search, order by
facets, then select documents to reannotate and click on the reannotate button.



Combine advanced searches
In the query builder, you can save your advanced search, then combine it with other criteria
or saved searches.

To use saved searches, in the query builder, add a rule and in the drop-down list, choose an
element in the section “saved searches”.



Keep search history for advanced searches
In advanced search, a search history is available which allows you to see your previous
searches and relaunch them.

Display the number of folders and files inside a directory
In explorer view, at the top of the screen, near the directory name, when you move the
mouse over the information icon, you have the details of the number of folders and files
inside.



Dynamical views
- use pagination on dynamical views preview files
- ability to change sort order for metadata in creation page

Customize the display
As an administrator, you can customize Inquiro by choosing:

- Primary and accent colors
- Company name
- Company icon
- Show or hide separator in top bar



Inquiro optimization and security
Some enhancements for optimization and more security in Inquiro :

- Chemaxon module has been updated to version 21.8.0
- Reduce API calls to improve performance
- Prevent connector to synchronize when solr is down
- Ability to deploy on GCP / Azure / AWS
- Ability to connect to MongoDB Atlas



Various improvements
Add file preview btn in ontology documents table

Explicit loader during export action

Interrupt ontologies api requests if changing page

Pagination in audit trail for containers

SMTP on GCP environment

Show "container type" in container creation window

Correction on Python scripts to work with URI on MongoDB Atlas

import Patent input from patent database (espacenet or Orbit) based on a patent Id list

On a container, Open file preview from thumbnail

Ellipses on container path in lists page

Review annotated Metadata (accept or reject)

Bug corrections
No icon when pin container

Selecting all columns in metadata (administration) generates an error

Scrollbar in trash section

Generated values in templates are recalculated with bad data

Correction of the page filter in the user's audit trail (Administration)

Encryption for accented characters in tooltips

Errors in shared files and folders if documents do not exist

Dictionaries name in distribution graph are truncated

Dictionaries page pagination is different from other paginations

Dashlet rename must uncheck "Generate title"

Various standardization corrections on HMI

Dynamical views Export not working



Inquiro Lite
We take advantage of the new release of Inquiro to provide a new offer named Inquiro Lite:
Inquiro Lite is an enterprise search engine that on boards the following main features :

- Search and advanced search
- Dashboards
- Browse your data
- Users management (with LDAP or not)
- Display customization

For more information about the Inquiro lite, please contact : contact@dexstr.io

mailto:contact@dexstr.io

